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the spoRt course is the most advanced one-day driving experience with the fastest models in the 
maserati range: the Ghibli trofeo, Levante trofeo and the stunning new mc20 (Gt and spoRt driving 
modes only)

Your personal instructor will always be by your side, along with a team of telemetry experts to analyse 
your data. By the end of the course, you will be able to see how much your driving has improved and 
how the gap versus the perfect lap has reduced.

then you will be able compete against your fellow drivers in a drag racing contest along the main 
straight of the circuit and also measure yourself in the cornering speed contest.

at the end of the day, the best drivers will receive awards during the closing ceremony. 



pRoGRamme 

Welcome to the track and registration of participants.
Dedicated spoRt theory session focused on:

Warm up sessions: start of dynamic activities to get familiar with the circuit: braking points, cornering lines, 
points of acceleration out of corners.

practice sessions: 2 driving sessions on track with instructor on board; telemetry Race contest, “lead & 
follow” procedure; dynamic contest on a handling track layout to get the best lap time, by keeping the quality 
of driving; mc20 sessions in Gt & spoRt driving mode; dynamic test of the pure racer Granturismo mc Gt4.

Buffet lunch at the circuit restaurant

Dynamic activities resume

Drag Race contest on board of the mc20, side by side along the main straight. 

End of dynamic activities: farewell, certificates and awards ceremony
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We look forward to seeing you at the track: 
Autodromo Riccardo Paletti, Strada per Fosio, 1 43040 Varano de’ Melegari (PR), Italy.

For inquiries, please contact us at info@mastermaserati.it or +39 0525 551 138

www.mastermaserati.com


